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search engines underlying a global search engine a re usually
autonomous. With respect t o a given qu ery, the similarity o f a
document computed by a local search engine is likely to b e
different from that of the same document determined by the global
search engine. Documents considered to be most similar to Q by
the global search engine may h ave low similarities in the local
search engine a nd h ence a re not retrieved. The problem of
retrieving (globally) desired documents from local search engines
is the document selection problem and has received much interest
recently [1, 2, 4, 6, 8 ]. In [6], for a given query Q and a given
global similarity threshold, we presented a technique to determine
an optimal local similarity threshold for each chosen local search
engine L. This optimal local threshold for L gu arantees that all
documents which are globally most similar to qu ery Q will be
retrieved while minimizing the retrieval of non-similar documents
from L. This technique of setting the optimal l ocal t hreshold
requires that the global search engine know how the similarity of a
document to a query is assigned in the local search engine [6].

1. MOTIVATION
The World Wide Web can be viewed as a huge digital library. A
search engine is a typical m eans to tap into this vast source of
information. There are several situations in which it is of interest
to discover the formula used by a search engine to determine the
similarity o f a document t o a query. One such situation is as
follows. Currently, there are numerous search engines available
on the Internet and the number is likely to increase many times in
the future.
Finding the most desired do cuments can b e a
formidable task as these documents may b e located in d ifferent
search engines. To facilitate the retrieval of documents, a solution
is to construct a global search engine, also known as metabroker
or metasearch engine, on top of the (local) search engines [3, 7,
9]. One of the challenging problems of building an efficient and
effective global search engine is the document selection problem
(discussed below). Our solution to this problem requires that the
global search engine know how a local search engine a ssigns
similarities to do cuments with respect t o a given qu ery. When
such information is not available, the global search engine may
need to employ some means to discover how a local search engine
determines document similarities.

2. THE PROBLEMS
Conceptually, each do cument d is represented as a vector of
weights (w1, …, wm), where wj is the weight of term tj in
representing d. A query Q is also represented as a vector of
weights (u1, …, u m). The dot-product similarity function is a
commonly u sed similarity function. (The well-known Cosine
similarity function is s imply the dot-product function with the
weights of terms computed in a specific manner.) It determines
the similarity sim(Q, d) b etween Q and d as (u1w1 + … +
umwm). Assuming that a search engine uses the c ommonly u sed
dot-product similarity function, the formula employed by a search
engine to compute document similarities can be determined if we
know how it assigns weights to terms in documents and a query.
However, in the Internet environment, the weight of each term
used by a retrieval function of a search engine can be unknown as
the information is proprietary. We a re interested in d eveloping
techniques to find out how the term weights are a ssigned by a
search engine.

A global search engine is essentially an interface, which logically
contains all documents in the underlying local search engines.
However, the actual documents are not stored in the global search
engine. A user submits his/her query to and obtains the retrieved
documents from the global search engine. Upon receiving a query
Q, the global search engine dispatches Q to the local search
engines and requests that the desired documents be retrieved. To
avoid wasting resources, usually the global search engine sends Q
only to those local search engines most li kely to contain the
desired documents. Then, the query results from the chosen local
search engines are collected and the n most similar documents to
query Q are returned to the user.
When a search engine receives a query Q, it computes for each
document d a similarity v alue sim(Q, d ) b etween Q and d
using some similarity function. A document d is judged to be
desired o r similar if the similarity v alue sim(Q, d ) is high o r,
more specifically, is above a given threshold. Note that the local

There are several components affecting the weights of terms (e.g.,
term frequency, do cument frequency and no rm).
The
mathematical expression for each component frequently involves
a number of constants that can be adjusted to improve the retrieval
effectiveness of a search engine. Our task is to find out for each
term-weight component
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(a) the form of the mathematical expression u sed by a search
engine, and
(b) the values of any constants embedded in the mathematical
expression.
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computations include 84.6% of the top 10 documents retrieved by
the WebCrawler news s earch engine.
The c orresponding
percentages for the top 20, 30, 40 and 50 documents predicted by
us are 84, 85.5, 84.8 and 84.5 respectively.

3. OUR TECHNIQUES
Our methodology for discovering for each term-weight
component t he mathematical expression employed by a search
engine consists of the following steps.
(a)

(b)

Form a set of carefully designed probe queries and submit
them to the local search engine.

(c)

Analyze the retrieval results to d etermine which
mathematical expression in the knowledge base is used. If
no expression in the knowledge base is found to b e the
correct mathematical expression, then we attempt to create a
new expression that can explain the retrieval results. If such
an expression is found, it is added to the knowledge base.

(d)

5. FUTURE WORK

Create a knowledge base of different known mathematical
expressions. We achieve this by surveying research papers
and reports.

We plan to further r efine our techniques of determining the
mathematical expression o f a term-weight component. Our
current techniques only consider the text present in a document.
We will take into account other factors such as the hyperlinks and
pictures appearing in a document. We will also perform extensive
experiments on other search engines.
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